insider collection

insider collection

Memorable meetings and events with authentic local
flavour is the inspiration behind the InterContinental
Insider Collection. It is a range of services our planners
can choose to add to any meeting, incentive, event or
conference. These experiences are carefully designed
to ensure each event is firmly rooted in its location and
has a tangible sense of place. The options are limitless,
but what is constant is the provision of rich local
knowledge, professional service and the reassurance of
an enriching and rewarding delegate experience.
insider loc ations

As locals, we hold the key to a side of ‘Vietnam’ tourists
never see. What we know gives our guests an exclusive
mix of authentic venues and experiences to play with and
we suggest venues to suit any type of meeting or event.
insider community

Immersing in a community is the most intimate
way to understand and appreciate a destination.
InterContinental Phu Quoc Long Beach Resort has
long established local relationships that enable us to
recommend community projects. These emotional
experiences engage delegates beyond the obligation of
community service and inspire memorable bonds while
benefiting the local community.
insider interactions

Team-building experiences help delegates connect
with each other and the unique character, heritage
or geography of Long Beach. Each experience,
whether based on or offsite, offers an original way to
engage delegates and motivate them to build effective
working relationships.
insider breaks

insider speaker

With Insider Collection, even our tea breaks are
fulfilling experiences. From serving up a delicious
lunch of traditional dishes to creating insider breaks
with our local chefs, we help delegates connect with
each other and elements of the local culture. We
deliver a selection of innovatively prepared tea breaks,
custom made for e ach event.

Bring your event to life with an inspirational 		
speaker - someone who can really strike a chord
with your delegates and enrich their experience beyond
measure. Fascinating, engaging and motivating,
Insider Speakers range from celebrities and cultural
experts to sporting heroes.
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